
 

BIOMANCY IMMERSION 
Awakening Body Magic 

With Dr Azra Bertrand, founder of Biomancy 

Starts July 25, 2021. Enrollment is now open. 

A new work called ‘Biomancy’ is emerging into the world, which is a beautiful and 
powerful synthesis of Dr Azra Bertrand’s 20+ years of experience in the scientific, 
embodiment, healing and mystical realms. Biomancy is the way of the future; 

where we reclaim the powerful biological magic within our bodies, our psyches 

and our ecology. Biomancy integrates the forbidden knowledge of the high 

scientists, magicians and alchemists, with the embodied feminine essence, 

flowing through all of us, when we truly switch on our organic magical power.  

• Are you ready to open into a stunning world of bio-magic?  

• Do you want to learn cutting edge alchemical sacred science?  

• Do you want to switch on the regenerative magic of your body?  

• Do you want to immerse in a work that co-weaves with Gaia?  



• Do you feel called to learn the secrets of energy healing templates?  

• Are you called to become an oracle for the future of Mother Earth?  
 

This incredible new work as already been described as ‘life changing’, containing 

a huge amount of ‘genius’, and helping people to feel more in tune with their 
body and the natural world. The journey takes you from the center of the cosmos 

to the center of your own being, learning how to embody the powers of creation.   

Learn the alchemical secrets of:  

• Somatic consciousness and embodiment  

• Energy healing and cellular repatterning  

• Sound healing and vibrational medicine 

• Holonomic templates and primal geometries 

• Plant magic + Elemental wisdom  

• Quantum Biology and Water magic  

• Body maps to restore your organic frequency  

• Wisdom lineages of alchemy and bio-magic  

This year Dr Bertrand is calling for those who know they wish to be part of a 

renewing ancient knowledge that merges scientific knowledge with feminine 

knowing, to birth new oracles. This is the time to activate our true power.  

The details, prices, dates for the Biomancy Immersion are below. Or email Louisa 

Williams, Program Coordinator at contact@azrabertrand.com to register or with 

questions.   

The next 5-week Biomancy Immersion course, launches on July 25th, which will 

unfold over 5 weeks with weekly 2-hour online workshops. There will be limited 

places to create a connected community of Biomancers, with time and space for 

questions, sharing, and insight. Replays will also be sent out for all participants.  

You will know in your blood and your bones if you are called to bio-magic.  

BIOMANCY: RESTORING CONNECTION  



Biomancy is full of practical magic and knowledge; helping people to reconnect to 

their own inner knowing and the healing magic within their own bodies; this 

biomagic is our birthright. Now is the time we need to initiate our own magic.  

This work is for everyone, and this journey will connect you into your deep 

knowing, awaken your body senses and intelligence, root into the body of earth, 

connect into your soul potential, and become aware of a glittering embodied 

magic, whilst also receiving an education in the cutting-edge science pioneered by 

the Alchemists, and still unfolding today. You have amazing powers hidden within.  

If we do not know what lives within us, or how our bodies really work, how can 

we call upon the deep wisdom available to us? We were born magical, and now is 

the time we reclaim it. At the roots, our reality is unified; our psyche, body, 

environment, ecology, and cosmology are entangled within our own potential.   

BIOMANCY: ROOTING INTO THE FUTURE  

At the start of 2020 during the worldwide ‘lockdowns,’ Dr Azra Bertrand, and his 
wife and co-creatrix Seren Bertrand retreated inwards and lay on the earth every 

day for 2 months to receive her oracle wisdom for the future world to come.  

The Biomancy vision emerged as a direct result of this communion. Earth wishes 

for us to reconnect to our bodies to her, and to understand our place in her 

world. We are in an unprecedented time of shifts and our body knows the way.  

The Biomancy work is led by Dr Azra Bertrand, but has been co-visioned with 

Seren Bertrand, with roots deep in the feminine mysteries of Sophia, including 

Earth- centered body maps, and the arts of feminine body magic. The Biomancy 

vision is ‘Rooted into the Future’ – it includes many aspects of ancient ways and 

titles; shamanism, wizards, witches, druids, seers, alchemists, priestesses, whilst 

renewing these old traditions and placing them firmly in the present-future, 

where we now have to walk wisely. A Biomancer has embodied their bio magic, 

amplified their oracular psychic powers, and opened their quantum biology.  

Never has there been a better time to understand and initiate our inner powers of 

magic!  

BIOMANCY COURSE DETAILS Biomancy Online Immersion  



(5 Weeks) - $350 (USD)  

5 Weeks of 2 hour Zoom Workshops (10 hours of tuition) 

Course numbers limited to create a group container 

Personal questions and group interaction on the calls 

Recommended to be able to attend live (Sundays) 

Playback links to download sent out the day after for those who can’t attend + for 
review Course Themes – 5 PDF handouts to support the classes  

Weekly Alchemical Embodiment practices + videos  

5 Sundays in July/August 

– July 25th, August 1st, August 8th, August 15th, August 22nd.  

** Enrollment is now open. Register and pay with details below **   

Paypal payments@azrabertrand.com with a payment of $350 to confirm your 

place. Or email for card payments or to make 2 installment payments  of a $200 

deposit, and then a $150 final payment by July 1st.  

In 2022 Biomancy University will launch, ready to share the magical education 

we’ve been waiting for, that connects body, science, healing, magic, ecology, 
cosmology, astromancy and awakening.  

A new website and beautiful short film documentary will be launched in 2021 in 

support of the work.  

If you have friends, or students and circles who would like to participate, please 

pass details of this event on to them.  

 

 


